
The Fight Against Jew-Hatred and Pogroms in the 
Imperialist Epoch
Stakes for the International Working Class
V.I. LENIN, LEON TROTSKY, FARRELL DOBBS, JAMES P. CANNON, JACK BARNES, DAVE PRINCE

Jew-hatred and the slaughter of Jews—pogroms—like Hamas carried out on 
October 7, 2023, aren’t new. They go back centuries.

What is new is that pogroms are now part of the permanent social convulsions and 
wars of the imperialist epoch. Capital’s rivalry to carve up the globe; two world wars; 
the extermination of six million Jews. All make clear that fighting Jew-hatred is of 
decisive importance to the working class and oppressed nations of the entire world.

That is what this book is about. 

Coming soon in Spanish. 978-1-60488-172-1 / US$10

The Low Point of Labor Resistance Is Behind Us
The Socialist Workers Party Looks Forward
JACK BARNES, MARY-ALICE WATERS, STEVE CLARK

The global order imposed by Washington after its victory in World War II is shattering. 
A long retreat by the working class and unions has come to an end. The bosses and 
their government are stepping up attacks on our wages, conditions, and constitutional 
rights. This book highlights opportunities for building a mass proletarian party able to 
lead the struggle to end capitalist rule, opening a socialist future for humanity.

Also in Spanish and French.   978-1-60488-145-5 / US$10

Che Guevara on Economics and Politics 
in the Transition to Socialism
CARLOS TABLADA
Aso in Spanish.  
978-1-60488-124-0 / US$17

Malcolm X, Black Liberation, 
and the Road to Workers’ Power
JACK BARNES
Also in Spanish, French, Arabic, Farsi and Greek.  
978-1-60488-021-2 / US$20
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Are They Rich Because They’re Smart?
Class, Privilege, and Learning under Capitalism
JACK BARNES

Explains the sharpening class inequalities in the United 
States and the resulting conflicts accelerated by today’s 
slow-burning world depression. It takes apart the self-
serving rationalizations of a growing layer of well-paid 
professionals that their schooling and “brightness” equip 
them to “regulate” the lives of working people, who can’t be 
trusted to know what’s in our own interests.

Also in Spanish, French, Arabic, and Farsi.
978-1-60488-087-8 / US$10


